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We modeled and studied the separation of uracil, nicotinamide, resorcinol, theobromine, theophylline,
and caffeine on four C-18 columns of different lengths packed with the same stationary phase using
water/methanol mobile phase at one temperature. Predictions of retention times and peak widths were
compared with experimental results and were found to be sufficiently accurate for performing optimiza-
tion calculations. With limits set on the required resolution and on maximum values for pressure and
flow rate, calculations were performed for numerous virtual column lengths seeking the smallest possible
PLC
odeling
ptimization
arameter interactions

analysis time for each length while allowing methanol concentration and flow rate to vary as required to
minimize run time. Predictions were experimentally verified for the column lengths actually available.
These calculations revealed the dependence of best-possible analysis time on column length, modifier
concentration, flow rate, and pressure for the real system that was modeled, and provided insight into
parameter interactions with respect to analysis times meeting the needs and limits specified. We show

ers ar
lues
that when these paramet
regarding setting their va

. Introduction

High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) methods and
articularly reversed-phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) meth-
ds that minimize analysis costs while delivering the user’s
eparation requirements are of great economic importance. This
s especially so in industrial laboratories facing high numbers of
nalyses and a perpetual need to reduce expense. Since costs, such
s instrument acquisition, and laboratory space, are fixed, short-
ning the analysis time of each method and increasing the work
fficiency of each instrument are useful strategies to lower costs.
ence, building work efficiency into HPLC methods when they are
eveloped is highly desirable. Computer-based modeling is highly
eneficial in developing HPLC methods [1].

.1. Simulation, improvement, optimization, and constraints

In considering various strategies and the use of computerized
ools in HPLC, we must clearly distinguish between simulation

or predictive modeling), improvement, and optimization [2]. Sim-
lation can be used to aid and accelerate method development
y substituting virtual (or predicted) chromatograms, computer-
enerated from a mathematical model, instead of experimentally
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E-mail address: Thomas.Chester@uc.edu (T.L. Chester).

021-9673/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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e considered in concert, rather than individually, conventional guidelines
may not always lead to the optimum.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

testing every idea. This strategy can greatly shorten the time
required to achieve method improvement if the underlying mod-
els are sufficiently accurate. An experienced user can employ a
simulator to help find a desirable if not optimal outcome.

The word optimization is often used in liquid chromatography
literature to indicate that the speed or work efficiency of a sep-
aration has been improved. However, Leibniz clearly referred to
finding the best possible outcome, not just improvement, in his
principle of the optimum [3]. Therefore, HPLC optimization occurs
not necessarily when a separation has been improved, but when
a separation has been improved to the fullest extent possible so
that no further improvements can be made without changing the
constraints existing in the system.

Constrained optimization refers specifically to determining max-
ima and minima of functions (or systems) with limits imposed on
the values of certain variables or combinations of variables [4]. In
HPLC, the usual goal of optimization is to minimize the analysis
time required to achieve a desired separation. In seeking mini-
mum analysis time it is common to allow excess resolution (Rs)
to be diminished to save time if the peaks can still be adequately
separated to satisfy the purposes of analysis. Thus, the minimum-
acceptable Rs we specify around each peak becomes a constraint in

the optimization of analysis time. Other constraints may also exist,
such as pressure and flow rate limits, mobile-phase modifier con-
centration limits, and particle size and column dimension limits.
All constraints considered collectively (that is, the constraint set)
define the requirements and boundaries of the optimization.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2010.11.013
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00219673
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/chroma
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.2. Single-factor-at-a-time vs. multifactor optimization

In general, single-factor-at-a-time (or univariate) optimization,
n which the influences of individual parameters are sequen-
ially examined one-at-a-time while the other parameter values
re fixed, rarely finds the optimum in a system unless all the
hanging parameters are mutually independent [5]. A multifactor
or multivariate) optimization, in contrast, requires all adjustable
arameters under consideration to be varied at the same time so
hat the effects of parameter interactions are included in the obser-
ations [5]. The unique combination of adjustable parameter values
hat optimizes the performance, subject to the choice of parame-
ers allowed to change and to the constraints, is sought. In systems
ith a high degree of interaction among the adjustable parameters,

he optimum may require values in individual parameters that are
ounter-intuitive and which make no sense when they are con-
idered one at a time. For example, if the column length is initially
horter than optimal, then lengthening the column, combined with
ppropriate changes in flow rate and modifier concentration, will
e necessary to minimize analysis time; lengthening the column to
o faster is counter-intuitive but is well understood from the per-
pective of balancing the column length, flow rate, and pressure
6].

.3. Regular and irregular samples

We will consider reversed-phase HPLC using a binary mobile
hase in which the modifier is designated as component B. Samples
re classified as regular or irregular depending on solute retention
ehavior as the modifier concentration (%B) is varied [1,7]. Reg-
lar samples maintain the same elution order and relative peak
pacing with little or no change in separation factors (˛ values)
hen %B is changed. Such samples may be successfully separated

ver a large, continuous range of %B values. However, samples con-
aining chemically dissimilar solutes are often irregular [1,7]. These
amples exhibit significant changes in ˛ values and may change
lution order as %B is varied. Whenever the elution order changes,
here may be several discontinuous %B ranges (or windows) where
uccessful separations are possible.

.4. Recommended RPLC method development practice

The usual recommended approach to isocratic RPLC method
evelopment is a sequence of steps [1]: (1) a column is chosen that
rovides a sufficient initial number of plates. (2) An initial mobile-
hase modifier (B) is chosen, and %B is adjusted to give retention
actors (k) in the preferred range of 1 ≤ k ≤ 10 (this range can be
ncreased to 0.5 ≤ k ≤ 20 if necessary). (3) Selectivity adjustments
re made to improve the ˛ values for closely spaced or co-eluting
eaks. (4) The plate number is adjusted to provide a compromise
etween critical Rs, analysis time, and the pressure required.

An initial plate number around 10,000 is usually sufficient for
tep 1 [1]. When setting the initial value of %B in step 2, the mobile
hase must be made weak enough that the first peak of inter-
st is sufficiently retained. Peaks of no interest may be allowed
o elute earlier. However, if the remaining peaks are outside the
ange 0.5 ≤ k ≤ 20 then a gradient separation is usually recom-
ended [1,7]. In step 3, when the solutes are nonionic, selectivity

djustments entail the choice of the modifier and its concentration,
emperature, and even the column type; when ionic or ionizable
olutes are involved, then pH, buffer type and concentration, and
on-pair concentrations can also be adjusted [1]. In this step %B may

ave to be readjusted to maintain 0.5 ≤ k ≤ 20 for all peaks except
arly eluting peaks of no interest. The ideal outcome of step 3 is to
ncrease Rs and decrease run time [1].

Steps 2–4 are often called optimizing retention, optimizing selec-
ivity, and optimizing plate number (or optimizing efficiency). Some
togr. A 1218 (2011) 218–228 219

degree of subjectivity may be required with this procedure, partic-
ularly for irregular samples when %B is changed in step 3 to find a
good compromise between selectivity (which strongly contributes
to Rs) and relative retention (which strongly affects run time).

This effective approach and its variations have been widely used,
have led to thousands of usable methods, and are widely taught
(for example [1,7–15]). Even though effective and efficient meth-
ods are routinely produced, from an optimization perspective we
should expect that this sequential procedure will lead to the global
optimum only if the steps are mutually independent. The rela-
tive retention and selectivity parameters (stationary phase, mobile
phase components, %B, temperature, pH, etc.) are highly indepen-
dent of the efficiency parameters (column dimensions, particle size,
and flow rate) except for their influences on viscosity and pressure.
Therefore, optimizing the efficiency parameters after optimizing
the selectivity parameters, as described above, will generally lead to
an acceptable if not optimal outcome for regular samples. However,
for irregular samples, where selectivity and %B are interrelated,
changing %B changes the ˛ values for at least some of the peak pairs.
If the critical peak pair is involved in these changes, then the num-
ber of plates required to accomplish the separation will also change
with %B. So, for irregular samples, setting %B independently of the
efficiency parameters may be problematic for finding the optimal
combination of parameter values (even though the outcome of such
a procedure may be considered acceptable).

Once the major selectivity parameters (column, mobile phase
components, pH, temperature, etc.) are chosen, the optimal com-
bination of column length, flow rate, and %B (and particle size, if
desired) can be quickly made in a completely objective manner
with consideration of resolution requirements and various practi-
cal limits (such as pressure) using a constraint-based multivariate
optimizer operating within a simulator. This capability also pro-
vides a convenient means to study the complexity of parameter
interactions in detail for real separations.

There is a long history of considering some HPLC parameters
in concert. For example, Guiochon considered the interactions of
column length, flow rate, and pressure [6]. He showed that (in the
context of lengthening the column from low values when flow rate
and column length are the changing parameters) the fastest analy-
sis will occur at the highest pressure allowed using a column of
the length required to provide the desired number of plates. In
this consideration, %B was not varied, so there was no possibil-
ity of changes in relative retention, selectivity, or of interactions
between mobile phase strength and selectivity. Also, extra-column
broadening was ignored. Schoenmakers et al. developed software
specifically for HPLC system optimization, but they did not adjust
%B in their calculations [2,9,10].

More recently, a variety of workers have used “Poppe plots”
to relate particle size, column dimensions, pressure, and the time
required to achieve a given number of plates [16–22]. Sophisticated
chromatography simulators are capable of considering many HPLC
parameters in concert. For example, the influence on resolution of
temperature, gradient time (which for gradients is analogous to %B
for isocratic separations), ternary mobile-phase composition, and
pH can be displayed in a multidimensional graphical representa-
tion, and the optimal parameter combination for maximizing Rs
can be located visually [23]. Optimizing efficiency is performed as
the next step in this approach.

Selectivity adjustment is the most important task in develop-
ing a new method. However, not all HPLC optimization efforts are
necessarily aimed at producing the best method from among all

possibilities; practicality often dictates less work. As one example,
if a preservative is substituted in a commercial product and the
new preservative interferes with an active ingredient peak in an
existing assay method, then the workers may choose to adapt the
existing method to accommodate the product formulation change
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Table 1
Important system dimensions.

Injector loop i.d. 0.5 mm
Inlet tube i.d. 0.3 mm
Inlet tube length 24 cm
Outlet tube i.d. 0.3 mm
Outlet tube length 51 cm
Detector inlet tube i.d. 0.3 mm
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Detector inlet tube length 16 cm
Detector cell path 10 mm
Detector cell volume 8 �L

ather than to develop a totally new method. This choice is driven
y business needs and risk assessment. Even in new method devel-
pment, practicality may steer workers toward using standardized
tationary and mobile phases to minimize workplace complexity
nd changeover effort when particular HPLC setups can be used to
xecute more than one method. In any event, there is always a need
o find the best combination of flow rate and %B (and sometimes col-
mn length) that minimizes analysis time and otherwise meets the
nalysis requirements whether a method is developed from scratch
ith an exhaustive selectivity optimization or is simply adjusted.

We examined the separation of an irregular sample in detail to
eveal the interrelations between %B, flow rate, column length, and
ressure with constraints on Rs, pressure, and flow rate. This was
ot a method development effort, but a study of the optimization
nd interactions of %B and the efficiency parameters for the sample,
tationary phase, and mobile phase components we selected. For
he optimization part of this work we used a multivariate optimizer
mbedded within a chromatogram simulator. We also studied the
ocus of best-possible analysis times vs. column length for this sep-
ration to reveal the complexity of parameter interactions in detail
nd gain further insight into HPLC parameter selection.

. Experimental

We used a dual pump HPLC system with high pressure mix-
ng (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Inc., Columbia, MD, USA).
t consisted of an SCL-10Avp system controller, an SPD-10Avp
ual-wavelength UV–vis detector, a SIL-10AF autosampler, two LC-
0ATvp pumps, and a DGU14-A degasser. This was under control
f EZStart 7.3 SP1 software operated from a generic personal com-
uter running Windows XP Professional (Microsoft Corporation,
edmond, WA, USA). Although all the present work was isocratic,
e used the gradient capability of the HPLC system to blend and
eliver mobile phase at the desired composition: bottle A contained
PLC-grade water, and bottle B contained HPLC-grade methanol.
e made no effort to correct the flow rate for excess volume of
ixing.
The columns were a matched set of Ascentis C18, all 4.6-mm

nside diameter, and with lengths of 30, 50, 100, and 150 mm
Supelco, Sigma–Aldrich, Bellefonte, PA, USA). The columns were
acked with 3-�m-diameter, 100-Å-pore stationary phase from a
ingle lot. A column oven was not available, so the columns were
perated at ambient temperature in an air conditioned laboratory
aintained at 24.5 ± 0.5 ◦C.
The important physical dimensions of the HPLC system are

hown in Table 1. Partial-loop injection of 1-�L volumes was used.
he detection wavelength was 274 nm.

Solutes were uracil, resorcinol, nicotinamide, and the alkaloids
heobromine, theophylline, and caffeine. These were dissolved in
5/5 (by volume) water/methanol to make a test solution approx-
mately 0.3 mg/mL for each solute except theobromine which was
ade at 0.1 mg/mL.
Formulas for predicting retention time, temporal peak width at

he detector, and peak resolution were derived from first principles
togr. A 1218 (2011) 218–228

or from well established empirical estimates and are summarized
in Appendix A. We estimated solute retention factors as a function
of modifier concentration from screening data by regression of the
common logarithm of the experimental retention factor (log10 k)
for each solute against modifier concentration using an empirical
second-order polynomial function [24]. We estimated retention
times from retention factors and the void time derived from the
screening experiments and corrected to the column length and
flow rate under consideration. Predicted Rs values were calculated
directly from our estimates of retention times and peak widths.
We used the proportionalities from the Darcy equation [25,26] and
the comprehensive flow equation [27] for predicting pressure as
parameter values are changed. We assumed the entire pressure
drop was due to the column, and we ignored the pressure drop
in extra-column tubes. We further assumed the mobile phase vis-
cosity was constant for all water–methanol ratios, and we used
the highest inlet pressure observed during screening (8.053 MPa
for 40% methanol, 1 mL/min, with the 50-mm column) in calculat-
ing pressure with other parameter settings. In this way the actual
pressures we encountered when verifying predictions of separa-
tions were always less than or equal to the predicted pressure (to
prevent unexpectedly encountering a pressure limit).

We developed Microsoft Excel 2003 and Excel 2007 workbooks
for performing calculations and simulating chromatograms. The
workbooks are functionally similar to that reported earlier [28,29],
but were entirely rewritten to better utilize Excel capabilities,
improve computational efficiency, and add several new capabili-
ties beyond the scope of this report. This new implementation also
estimates the peak broadening caused by detector internal tub-
ing, which was omitted from the earlier work. Both flow-related
broadening and volume-related broadening in the injector are
considered, but only the volume of the detector cell is used in
estimating its contribution to broadening; the cell was otherwise
assumed to provide enough turbulence to render Poiseuille flow
and the associated flow-dependent broadening negligible [30] but
not so much turbulence that the cell acts as an exponential dilution
chamber.

Optimization was accomplished using the Excel Solver Add-In
within the Excel workbooks. We are able to simultaneously vary
column length, column diameter, flow rate, % methanol, particle
size, injection volume, detector cell volume, and dimensions of inlet
and outlet tubes. Constraints can be set on all of these parameters.
We can also set constraints for pressure and for Rs. The Rs con-
straint may be set individually for every peak with respect to its
nearest neighbor. The optimization target can be any single objec-
tive function to be minimized, maximized, or driven to a target
value. Possible targets include analysis time, peak capacity, mobile
phase volume required, critical (that is, smallest) Rs, total cost, or
any other measure that can be specified with an objective function.
Note that if the target is the maximization of peak capacity, Rs, or
any other function that improves with time, then it is necessary to
add maximum-allowed analysis time as a constraint. In this work,
we usually sought the combination of % methanol and flow rate
that minimized the retention time of the last peak for each col-
umn length considered while providing or exceeding a specified
minimum Rs. In addition to calculations at specific real or virtual
column lengths, we performed additional calculations in which col-
umn length was included as a changing parameter in order to find
the column-length – % methanol – flow rate coordinates of optima
subject to various practical constraints.
3. Results and discussion

Development of fast methods must include selectivity consid-
erations, but in this work our goal was not method development
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Fig. 2. Retention times predicted from the model developed using the 50-mm col-
umn compared with experimental retention times for corresponding conditions.
% methanol

ig. 1. Retention model developed using the 50-mm column. The points are exper-
mental data, and the lines are regressions.

ut to optimize analysis time with respect to column length,
ow rate, and methanol concentration and to explore their

nteractions after making the selectivity choices (specifically the
tationary phase, mobile phase components, and temperature).
ur stationary-phase–mobile-phase combination (Ascentis C18
lus water–methanol) was chosen for convenience and because
he solutes are irregular in this system. A better method can be
eveloped with a thorough exploration of selectivity parameters
ollowed by efficiency optimization, but we focused on efficiency
ptimization and interactions for the system we used.

.1. Modeling and accuracy testing

.1.1. Retention times
We made duplicate injections of the test solution into mobile

hases containing 10, 20, 25, 30, and 40% methanol at 1 mL/min
sing the 50-mm column. The root mean square error (RMSE) of
etention time deviations for paired injections was 0.004 min. The
argest retention time deviation observed for a pair of injections

as 0.007 min. Thus, the system and these data appeared to be suf-
ciently stable and reproducible for modeling retention time. The
esults, expressed as the logarithm of retention factors, are charted
n Fig. 1 along with regression lines (this figure includes an addi-
ional model point at 7% methanol that was added later to improve
redictions when methanol concentrations were below 10%).

We used this model to predict retention times for 22 new
ets of conditions for our four columns, and we compared these
redictions with experimental results. These conditions encom-
assed changes in % methanol, flow rate, and column length. There
ere 132 peaks altogether. When the model derived from the 50-
m column was reapplied to five new sets of conditions on the

ame 50-mm column, the RMSE comparing predicted and exper-
mental retention times was 0.09 min (for 30 peaks). When the
0-mm-column model was applied to make predictions over all
our columns, the RMSE comparing predicted and actual retention
imes was 0.13 min (or about 8 s). The predicted retention times are
lotted against the actual retention times in Fig. 2. The largest devi-

tion observed occurred for the most-retained peak in the data set:
he predicted retention time was 15.86 min or 0.56 min sooner than
he actual retention time of 16.43 min. This chromatogram was per-
ormed using the 150-mm column, which eluted most peaks later
han predicted. This suggests the possibility of a systematic devi-
Column lengths are 30 (�), 50 (�), 100 (♦) and 150 mm (©) for 22 combinations of
flow rate, column length, and methanol concentration not included in the model.
The solid line represents perfection in making predictions, and vertical deviations
of points from the line represent prediction errors.

ation of either this column compared to the others, a deviation of
the model, or a deviation of the temperature at the time of this
work (a 1 ◦C temperature change resulted in a retention time shift
of approximately 0.3 min for a 16-min peak). Such deviations are
not particularly troublesome because they affect all the peaks sim-
ilarly, thereby tending to preserve the relative peak spacing and
Rs as long as the deviations are small. Overall, the accuracy of the
retention time prediction is sufficient for our purposes even though
a column oven was not available.

3.1.2. Peak widths
Fig. 3 plots predicted peak widths (four standard deviations)

against experimental peak widths (measured at 13.4% of the peak
height, which corresponds to four standard deviations for Gaus-
sian peaks) for the 22 test chromatograms. We omitted uracil
from this comparison because its experimental width was fre-
quently perturbed by solvent disturbances near the void volume.
The largest relative deviations occurred for the narrowest peaks
(with low retention factors and high flow rates on the 30-mm
column, see Section 3.5). Some bias in predicted peak widths is
apparent, and a more sophisticated approach or an empirical or
semi-empirical approach would produce better accuracy. How-
ever, the bias we observed does not change the general trends
and, in most cases, means the resolution in the experimental chro-
matograms is actually slightly better than the predicted resolution.
Peak width inaccuracies are caused by several sources:

(1) The Atwood–Golay estimation of broadening in connecting
tubes [30] is applicable only to smooth, straight tubes. Curves
and kinks in real tubes introduce additional radial mixing that
reduces experimental broadening compared to our predictions.
So the Atwood–Golay estimates represent the worst case, and
actual broadening is expected to be smaller.

(2) The viscosity of water–methanol mixtures ranges between

about 1.1 and 1.6 cP over the compositions used in this work
[1,14]. Solute diffusion rates in dilute liquid solutions are pro-
portional to molecular weight to the one-half power and are
inversely proportional to the liquid viscosity [31]. However,
we chose to use only one compromise value of the solute dif-
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Fig. 3. Predicted peak widths (four standard deviations) vs. the corresponding
experimental peak widths evaluated at 13.4% of the peak height (which corresponds
to four standard deviations for Gaussian-shaped peaks). Column lengths are 30 (�),
50 (�), 100 (♦) and 150 mm (©) for 22 combinations of flow rate, column length,
and methanol concentration not included in the model. The solid line represents
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mization goal was to minimize analysis time while producing
rediction errors.

fusion coefficient for all calculations: 4.86 × 10−6 cm2/s. Thus,
we could expect the largest absolute deviations from predicted
peak widths to occur for the largest solutes at relatively high
methanol concentrations (where the viscosity is highest and
the diffusion rates are lowest) on the longest columns (where
the peaks are widest).

3) We set the coefficients of the Kennedy–Knox equation [32]
to the generally accepted values of A = 1, B = 2, and C = 0.05
[1,14,33]. These are typical values, and we deliberately made
no effort to adjust them to improve our prediction results. We
assumed in making peak width predictions that the columns
would not deviate from their expected plate heights and that
the peaks would be perfectly Gaussian in shape.

4) At very high flow rates we expect eddies and exponential mix-
ing to increase in the detector cell, and this will contribute both
additional peak width and tailing.

Column-to-column differences can always be expected, and at
he time of this work the 100-mm column already had several

onths of use and several hundred injections while the other three
olumns were used here for the first time. Fig. 3 suggests a system-
tically larger deviation from the predicted width for the 100-mm
olumn than for the others. Peaks widths from 0.1 to about 0.4 min
re usually predicted adequately for our purposes. All peak widths
or the practical optima we report in Section 3.3 are in this range,
o despite our inability to accurately predict peak widths far from
ptima, our accuracy is adequate for studying interactions in the
icinity of optima in this work and for observing general trends.

It is possible to specify an empirical asymmetry factor for each
eak and alter the predicted peak shape accordingly. Setting such a
ailing specification for each peak is a desirable feature for commer-
ial software. However, because our emphasis in this work was on

xploring parameter interactions, this feature was not incorporated
s part of our model.
% methanol

Fig. 4. Critical-selectivity window diagram for the model.

3.2. Methanol concentration windows

Fig. 1 shows that our sample is highly irregular: log k val-
ues for resorcinol and nicotinamide change at much different
rates with respect to methanol concentration than do the alka-
loids. This results in large, continuous changes in ˛ values as
the methanol concentration is varied. Theobromine and resorci-
nol coelute when the mobile phase is 13.4% methanol. Below this
concentration resorcinol elutes before theobromine, and above
this concentration theobromine elutes before resorcinol. Likewise,
resorcinol coelutes with theophylline around 34% methanol, and
nicotinamide coelutes with theobromine around 40% methanol.
This behavior produces two windows with respect to methanol
concentration, one window below 13% and the other between 13%
and 34%, where the selectivity and retention factors may be high
enough that all six peaks can be well separated. This is shown in
Fig. 4 which is a critical-selectivity window diagram patterned after
Laub and Purnell [34] but adapted here to examine the effects of
mobile phase composition. In this figure we consider all possible
pairs of solutes and plot the critical (or lowest) separation factor
(˛min) for the entire solute set vs. methanol concentration. At least
one additional selectivity window exists above 40% methanol, but
retention there is too low to accomplish a practical separation.

The value of ˛min improves as the methanol concentration is
decreased from 13%. The ˛min value becomes adequate to achieve
a complete separation around 11% methanol and continues improv-
ing as the methanol concentration is lowered further. However, the
k value for caffeine is 20 at 11% methanol. Because this is the usu-
ally recommended upper practical limit for isocratic separations,
this window appears to be impractical at first inspection. We will
return to it in Section 3.5.

3.3. Model and experimental results in the 13–34%-methanol
window

To study parameter interactions, we performed a series of
optimization calculations in this window for 42 column lengths
distributed approximately evenly from 30 to 150 mm. The opti-
Rs ≥ 2.5 for all the peaks except uracil, which we allowed to elute in
or very near the void volume as long as it was adequately resolved
from the other solutes. We performed these calculations allowing
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hese intersections and is plotted for each of the three pressure limits. The intersec-
ion with a flow-rate limit is indicated by the open triangle, and a flow-rate-limited
ocus begins at this intersection. The black squares indicate the solutions for the
ctual column lengths available in this work.

he methanol concentration and the flow rate to seek the combi-
ation of values necessary to minimize the analysis time for each
olumn length while providing or exceeding the target Rs for every
eak as measured against its nearest neighbor (the assignment of
earest neighbor is made in terms of resolution and is continuously
racked to account for shifts in relative spacing and for elution order
hanges with %B changes for irregular samples). We also applied
arious flow and pressure limits. The resulting loci of best-possible
nalysis times vs. column length are shown in Fig. 5.

The solid line in the figure is the unlimited locus (that is, without
onsidering a pressure limit or flow limit) of best-possible analysis
imes vs. column length for our system. At each column length the
alues for methanol concentration and flow rate are those required
o produce the shortest analysis time, so the partial derivatives
f analysis time with respect to methanol concentration and with
espect to flow rate are both zero everywhere along this locus.

For our system, the best-possible analysis time for the 30-mm
olumn is 11.3 min. From there, the best-possible analysis time
ecreases monotonically as the column length is increased and
he values of methanol concentration and flow rate are changed as
equired to minimize analysis time at each new column length. This
nalysis-time–column-length locus can be thought of as spanning
four-dimensional space (column length, methanol concentration,
ow rate, and time), and the solid line in Fig. 5 is the projection of
his locus onto the column-length–time plane. If we also keep track
f pressure, then a fifth dimension is necessary to fully describe
his analysis time locus in terms of all the parameters of interest.
n Section 3.4 we will address the parameters not shown in this
gure.

The predicted pressure required for the optimal solution using
he 30-mm column is very low (0.986 MPa or 143 psi). Both flow

ate and pressure smoothly increase along the solution locus as the
olumn is lengthened. Eventually a pressure limit is reached. This
ay be either a pressure limit specified to protect the system, or a

hysical capability limit of the system. The results of applying three
ifferent pressure limits are shown in Fig. 5, and the intersections
togr. A 1218 (2011) 218–228 223

of the pressure-limited loci with the unlimited locus are indicated
with the open circles.

After reaching a pressure limit, further lengthening of the
column is not allowed to produce higher pressure, so a new
pressure-limited locus emerges from the unlimited locus at the
point where the pressure limit is encountered. In Fig. 5, pressure-
limited loci of best-possible analysis times increase monotonically
with column length. Therefore, in this case, the optimal column
lengths occur at the intersection of the unlimited locus and each
pressure-limited locus. The coordinates of these optima are, of
course, also subject to the values of all other parameters not being
varied for this figure.

The locations of these optima are in agreement with Guiochon’s
observation that the fastest analysis will occur at the highest pres-
sure allowed using a column of the length required to provide the
necessary plates [6]. This conclusion is true here even though we
also allowed the methanol concentration (and the solute retention
factors) to vary as required to minimize analysis time for every col-
umn length and we continuously corrected for extra-column effects
on predicted peak widths.

The flow rate is quite low (0.20 mL/min) for the 11.2-min opti-
mal solution using the 30-mm column. The flow rate increases
monotonically along the unlimited locus as the column is length-
ened. The flow rate will eventually reach its practical limit if the
pressure limit is not encountered first. The intersection of the
unlimited locus with the 5-mL/min flow-rate limit is indicated by
the open triangle in Fig. 5, and a flow-rate-limited locus emerges
from the intersection.

In performing optimization as part of method development, it
is not necessary to study interactions in detail as we have done
here. Instead, if column length is included with methanol concen-
tration and flow rate as changing variables then the optimizer will
usually find the appropriate solution for the constraints specified.
In some instances the optimizer may find a local optimum (see
Section 3.4), so in practice it is wise to test every solution by run-
ning the optimizer from several different starting combinations of
parameters.

After finding the ideal combination of column length, methanol
concentration, and flow rate, the best practical solution must be
sought from among commercially available column lengths. We
usually investigate the available column lengths on both sides of
the optimal column length. This is simply a matter of specifying the
column length of interest and then running the optimizer again to
find the best corresponding values of the remaining changing vari-
ables for this fixed column length. Various practical solutions using
three different pressure limits for the column lengths available to
us in this work are indicated by the black squares in Fig. 5. The pre-
dicted and experimental chromatograms at these conditions are
compared in Fig. 6.

The best practical solution in this work takes 3.73 min using the
50-mm column and requires 8.50 MPa (1233 psi). The predicted and
experimental chromatograms are shown in Fig. 6b. The 100-mm
column provides a slightly longer solution, 3.85 min at 20.69 MPa
(3000 psi), Fig. 6e. If the pressure limit is made higher, faster solu-
tions are possible with these columns.

An important observation is that the fastest analysis time may
not require all the available pressure when there are only a few col-
umn lengths to choose from. Another important observation is that
if method development were to be performed experimentally for
this problem without knowledge of retention and selectivity behav-
ior, and if a researcher chose to begin with a 150-mm column and

with a methanol concentration producing retention factors in the
range of 1–10 for all the solutes except uracil, no amount of work in
this system would produce a separation faster than 7.4 min when
using a 20.69 MPa (3000-psi) pressure limit, Fig. 6h. The existence
of a low-pressure solution saving half the analysis time using a
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ig. 6. Comparisons of experimental chromatograms (solid) and predicted chrom
olumn, 19.6% methanol, 0.204 mL/min; (b) 50-mm column, 19.4% methanol, 1.056
ethanol, 0.856 mL/min; (e) 100-mm column, 23.9% methanol, 1.284 mL/min; (f)

.571 mL/min; and (h) 150-mm column, 25.8% methanol, 0.856 mL/min.

0-mm column, Fig. 6b, may not be obvious to a researcher who
as used only the 150-mm column. However, this solution can
e found quickly by exploring with a simulator or performing an
ptimization within a simulator as we have shown.

Fig. 7 plots the best-possible analysis time vs. column length for
ur HPLC system when 3.5 is specified as the required Rs between
eaks (again omitting uracil). The overall behavior is quite similar
o the situation for Rs ≥ 2.5 except that there is no solution possible
or column lengths shorter than 40 mm. The best practical analysis
ime is 4.75 min with the 100-mm column at 20.69 MPa (3000 psi).

.4. Parameter interactions
More insight is available about the path of the analysis-
ime–column-length locus through the parameter space by adding
he corresponding values of the remaining parameters to Fig. 5.
his is done in Fig. 8a. Similarly, we can also plot projections of
he locus into the other planes of the parameter space and include
ms (dashed) for the conditions indicated with solid squares in Fig. 5. (a) 30-mm
in; (c) 100-mm column, 24.7% methanol, 0.642 mL/min; (d) 100-mm column, 24.4%
m column, 26.3% methanol, 0.428 mL/min; (g) 150-mm column, 26.1% methanol,

indications of the unseen variables. This is done in Fig. 8b–d; we
omitted the pressure- and flow-rate-limited loci for clarity.

These figures reveal that along this locus all the parameters
except methanol concentration change monotonically, and that
the behavior is surprisingly complicated (the parameters plotted
on the abscissas of Fig. 8b–d are not independent; column length
is the only independent parameter, and all other parameters and
the analysis time are dependent on the column length in these
representations. The same sort of treatment can be performed by
declaring any other changing variable the independent variable and
calculating the minimum-time locus and the corresponding values
of the remaining variables).

The most complicated behavior exists with respect to methanol

concentration, Fig. 8b. There are no optimal solutions requiring less
than 19.35% methanol in the 13–34%-methanol window (meaning
that every separation at the corresponding column length can be
performed in less time at a higher methanol concentration), and
there are two analysis time minima for each methanol concentra-
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method optimization to be driven by a desire to control modifier
concentration unless the modifier were very expensive or if we had
a phase behavior limit such as buffer precipitation.

3.5. Modeling and experimental results below 13% methanol

Preliminary calculations suggested that a fast separation is pos-
sible using a methanol concentration less than 13% in spite of the
high retention factor of caffeine. We performed additional screen-
ing at 7% methanol and added this point to the previous model
to improve the prediction accuracy below 10% methanol. The loci
of best solutions with various limits for this window are given in
Fig. 9. The practical optimum at 20.69 MPa (3000 psi) for a 30-mm
column predicts a 2.48-min separation using 8.27% methanol with
a flow rate of 4.28 mL/min.

An experimental separation at these conditions showed peak
broadening about 50% higher than predicted for uracil, nicoti-
namide, and resorcinol. This error may be due to turbulent mixing
in the detector cell or in the fittings in the sample path. A
too-high diffusion coefficient value in the model and a too-low
Kennedy–Knox C term may also be contributing. Such high flow
rates are uncommon with 4.6-mm-diameter columns, so it is not
clear if additional investigations to improve predictions under
these conditions are justified. Regardless, we were surprised that
the retention factor for caffeine was 32 at the calculated optimum.

The actual pressure for this experimental separation was
15.45 MPa. This pressure is well below what was predicted
the methanol concentration is below 10% compared to its value
at 40% methanol (which was our reference condition for calculat-
ing pressure). We empirically corrected our pressure prediction,
increased our target Rs for nicotinamide to 3 (in hopes of adding
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nough Rs to an actual chromatogram to achieve baseline separa-
ion), and calculated the optimum again. The resulting prediction
nd the corresponding experimental chromatogram are shown in
ig. 10, which achieves a baseline separation in less than 3 min.
he experimental pressure remained below the limit, but the 5-
L/min flow rate limit was applied. The caffeine retention factor

s 39. This is so far from the normally prescribed maximum (which
s 20 [1,7]) that we have to question the validity of this guideline

hen selectivity increases rapidly with decreasing modifier con-

entrations as is the case here below 13% methanol. Note also that
f selectivity remains constant with decreasing modifier strength,
hen optimization will lead to more ordinary retention factors, and
f selectivity improves with increasing %B then optimization will
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ig. 10. Experimental (upper) and predicted (lower) chromatograms for the best
ractical baseline separation below 13% methanol. The conditions are: 30-mm col-
mn length, 6.9% methanol, 5 mL/min. The k value for caffeine is approximately
9.
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likely lead to smaller retention factors. Regardless, conventional
guidelines may not apply to finding optima for irregular samples.

In the 13–34%-methanol window, the global optimum for a
given pressure limit occurred on the unlimited locus when the pres-
sure limit was encountered. However, for the window below 13%
methanol, the fastest predicted separation at a given pressure limit
does not occur at this intersection. Using the 10.34-MPa (1500-psi)
locus in Fig. 9 as an example, as the column length is increased from
low values, the pressure limit is reached when the column length
is 20.23 mm. If we continue lengthening the column while mind-
ing the pressure limit, analysis times continue to improve until the
column length reaches the optimal value of 23.13 mm. This behav-
ior results because selectivity of the Rs-limiting solutes is changing
rapidly with methanol concentration. Uracil and nicotinamide form
the Rs-limiting solute pair when the methanol concentration is
less than 7.97% which is required on the solution locus for col-
umn lengths shorter than 23.13 mm, but for longer column lengths
and higher corresponding methanol concentrations the Rs-limiting
pair switches to resorcinol and theobromine. This switch occurs at
the point of the slope discontinuity in the locus. All four of these
peaks are equally resolved at this discontinuity, which is the global
optimum for the varied parameters at this pressure limit. Simi-
lar behavior occurs for the 13.79-MPa (2000-psi)-limited locus. For
the 20.69-MPa (3000-psi) locus we encounter the 5-mL/min flow-
rate limit before reaching the pressure limit. This is the first time
we have seen a separation in which the global optimum does not
exist at the point where the pressure limit is encountered along
the unlimited locus, and thereby proves that the optimum does
not always occur at this intersection.

4. Conclusions

We modeled retention based on experimental observations, and
assessed the accuracy of simulating chromatograms combining this
model with straightforward calculations based on well-established
equations. We made no empirical corrections to improve accu-
racy, but used only familiar theoretical assumptions regarding peak
broadening. Accuracy of our retention time and peak width predic-
tions, even without a column oven, is sufficient to lead us toward
optimal conditions within realistic constraints. We experimentally
showed that a model made from one column can be successfully
applied to other columns of different lengths packed with the same
stationary phase.

Systematic retention time inaccuracies may occur in the model,
but they tend to cause predictions among similar peaks to be off
in the same direction thereby limiting the impact on predicted Rs,
especially when the solutes are chemically similar. When dissim-
ilar solutes with different slopes in their retention models fail to
elute at the predicted Rs, their dissimilarity provides an opportu-
nity to improve the separation, often with only a minor change in
%B (plus changes in the other parameters, as necessary, to arrive at
an optimum given the resolution constraint of the problem).

We also studied the complexity of our separation and exam-
ined interactions of %B and several efficiency parameters. While a
one-parameter-at-a-time optimization of these same parameters
can obviously provide performance improvements, HPLC is clearly
too complicated and its parameters too interacting for irregular
samples to expect such a strategy to lead to the global optimum
within a realistic amount of work. Here we examined the opti-
mum analysis time locus over five dimensions to reveal its behavior.

Without some knowledge of how the system performance behaves
over all parameters, a user working from an arbitrary starting point
or from an existing method may not realize that a large perfor-
mance improvement is possible with a different combination of
parameters. However, the level of detail shown here is unnecessary
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n routine work because the desired optimum can be calculated
irectly from the model while bypassing interaction plots like
igs. 5 and 7–9. In practice, once the screening separations are fin-
shed, the model can be generated and the desired optimum directly
alculated in a few minutes.

We continue to be surprised by the specific parameter val-
es that, when combined, give optimal solutions to separations.
his occurs because HPLC practices regarding parameter value
election were developed mostly by considering the parameter
nfluences one at a time rather than including the interactions,
nd because the guidelines were developed at a time when consid-
ring several parameters simultaneously was not possible except
y time-consuming experimentation. Simulation and optimization
ools provide the benefits of exhaustive experimentation easily and
utomatically.

We showed a very fast separation that provides baseline
eparation and stays within practical limits using what many chro-
atographers would consider an absurdly high retention factor.

his occurred primarily because the sample is highly irregular
n its retention behavior, but irregularity is common in mixtures
f chemically dissimilar solutes. Guidelines regarding acceptable
arameter values may often be incorrect.

As we continue to work with unusual combinations of param-
ter values as in Fig. 10 to achieve practical benefits, we will
o doubt encounter additional broadening effects not adequately
stimated in the current model. We already see unmodeled broad-
ning when flow rates approach 5 mL/min. Heating due to the
ork required to transport mobile phase through a column will
ot always be negligible, particularly as stationary phase parti-
les get smaller and higher pressure drops and faster mobile phase
elocities are required. Nonuniform column temperature will lead
o different flow behavior and additional broadening mechanisms
n the column [35]. HPLC will become even more complicated

hen these effects become significant and as more parameters
re required and included in optimization efforts. The difficulty
f empirical experimental optimization and the need for accurate
odels and computerized tools for simulation and optimization

an only increase.
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ppendix A. Equations and methods used for predicting
etention times and peak widths

Retention factors on the column are calculated from experimen-
al retention times as

= tr − tm

tm − tex
(A1)

here k is the retention factor, tr is the observed retention time
or the solute, tm is the experimentally observed void time for the
olumn installed in the system (that is, the void time for the column
lus the void time for the extra-column system components), and

ex is the void time for the extra-column system components for
he screening conditions.

A retention model for a solute is built on screening data acquired
sing one column at an arbitrary reference flow rate. Data are

cquired using several different values of modifier concentration
%B). The retention factor for a solute at a particular %B is predicted
sing an empirical relation [24],

og k = a + b (%B) + c (%B)2 (A2)
togr. A 1218 (2011) 218–228 227

where a, b, and c are coefficients found by regression of screening
data. Retention times can then be predicted by solving Eq. (A1) for
tr and adjusting for flow rate and column length differences from
the screening conditions.

The reduced plate height (h) is

h = H

dp
(A3)

where H is the plate height for the column and dp is the station-
ary phase particle diameter; h is estimated using the equation of
Kennedy and Knox [32]:

h = A�1/3 + B

v
+ C� (A4)

where A, B, and C are coefficients set to 1, 2, and 0.05, respectively.
The variable � is the reduced mobile phase velocity on the column,

� = Fdp

εDM
(A5)

where F is the flow rate, dp is the stationary phase particle diam-
eter, ε is the total column porosity, and Dm is the solute diffusion
coefficient. N can then be estimated:

N = L

hdp
(A6)

where L is the column length.
We used standard deviation to describe peak width. The stan-

dard deviation from the column (in time units) is

�C (t) = (tr − t′
ex)N−1/2 (A7)

where N is estimated at the current flow rate and t′
ex is the extra-

column void time evaluated at the current flow rate.
The standard deviation from transport through extra-column

tubes in the system is calculated using the equation of Atwood and
Golay [30]:

�T (t) = VT

F
N−1/2

T

(
1 + 3

NT

)−1/4
(A8)

Here NT is the plate number for the tube and is given by
NT = 75.40DMLT/F, and LT is the tube length. We did this separately
for the injection loop tube (but only the length occupied by the sam-
ple), the column inlet tube, and the column outlet tube. Transport
through the detector cell was ignored (see text).

The standard deviations from the injection volume and from the
detector cell volume are

�inj(t) = 1√
12

Vinj

F
(A9)

and

�det(t) = 1√
12

Vdet

F
(A10)

where Vinj and Vdet are the injection volume and detector cell vol-
ume, respectively [36].

All the contributors of standard deviation are assumed to be
independent, and the predicted peak width seen in the detector is
estimated by summing the variances,

�(t) =
√∑

i

(�i(t))2 (A11)

where i is the index representing the various sources of broadening.
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